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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Tb identify superior cross combinations, both in plant and 

animal breeding , testing progranunes are undertaken. There are 

two measures which reflect the pedormance o1 the parental breeds, 

strain!! or lines and the crosses they give raise to. These are 

general and specifiq combining abilities which ~£ere originally defined 

by Sprague and Tatum (194!). The performance ol the parental lines 

and their cross combinations as measured by g. e. a. and s. c. a. 

deteJ'minQs the genetic architecture o1 the population under consideration. 

General combining ability may be defined as the average performance 

of a breed , strain or a line in hybrid (l. e. cJ'OS!I) combination. Specific 

combining ability may be defb\ed as l:he dev1allon l.n performance of a 

eros!! from that which would be expected on the basis of the average 

performance (g. c. a. ) of the parental breeds, strains or lines involved. 

According to these definitions and the genetic mechanisms 

involV'ed, general combining ability is a consequence of the additive 

genetic effects while specific combining ability is a consequence of 

non-additive genetic effects. The latter may involve dominance, 

over-dominance and epistasis. 

The mean performance among the female line progeny is 

a function of both general combining ability and maternal effects. 

Maternal effects are estimateJfrom the deviation between the average 

performance of female-line progeny and male-line progeny. 

Diallel crossing system is one of the testiftg programmes 

most successfully used for est~ting combining ability among line 
~-
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cl'osses. It is also used to estilnate the actual yielding capacities 

of the crosses. Diallel crosses are defined as a .set of single crosses 

obtained by mating v inbred lines in all combinations so that v 2 

single crosses are-obtained. If yij denotes the mean yield (over a 

certain number of replications ) of the cross between l.ines i and j, 

we mat write 

ylj = ~ + \ + tj + s!j + mj + e!j 

where iJ. is the averf,ge ¢feet , t 1 aJld.tj are ~he general comb~g 

ability efiects of the lines l anq j ( effect;a due t~·lines), sij is the 

specifi¢ combining abUity of the CJrOe's i x j (~ffect due to ~ro.ss), mj 

is the maternal effect of *he line j (wheneyer j .is the fe~e parent) and 

eij is tht:!, 'l'lll1tlom 'errol which may ~lude e;r;ror due to plot deviation 

and also due to seg;regatlon -within,. the cross, If the lines are a random 

sample bom a la:tStl population, we may assUID.I'l that t
1
, mj and e

1
j 

are independently no"mally distributed with ~ero :means and variances 

rrt2 , o-2 and Q'Z , Fur~hermore, when maternal effects ar11 absent , it 
m s 

is known that 

0'! = Cov( lialf sibs) a.nd 

cr2 = Cov( Full sibs) - ZCov(Half sibs). 
s 

Because of the inbred nature of the lines involved in the diallel crosses, 

2 1 2 2 z 
if epistasis is absent, we also have rrt = Z tr A and rr 

8 
:: rr D where 

rr! · is the additive genetic variance and cr:, is th~ o:lomtnance variance. 

a z z ' Hence, whUe Zrrt / Zrr t + rr 
8 

measures the ra.ti., of additive to total 
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genotypic variance, 'liChen the gene lr~quehciell are equa});~!/cr: 
-

measlU'es thfl' aver!'ge degtee of domiriano;;e, 

Acccn-ding to G:riffin,g ~~!)6 b), dl,allel c:rouing techniques 

may vary depending' ~pon w'hether o:r not c the pa:rrental in,breda 011 the 

~recip~rocal F t's a:re included or both. He co'rll!lidered toW' dlUerent 

possibili~ies ~d they may be listed a$ below. 

Case (1) : One set o! F
1

1s is included witho~ considering the re<dp:rocals 

and seUings 

Case (ii): One set of F
1

•s ls included along with theil' reciprocals but 

without sellinss 

Case bu): Case (i) with selfings 

Case (iv) : case ·(U) ;with sellings• 

Griffing gives detaUed analysis, under two models , of the above four 

catego:rtes in which diallel crosses may be made. 

With the increase in number of parental lines the !Jwnber ot 

crosses inc~e.IL!Ies very :rapidly leading to the problems of :reSOU%ces 

and organizatioll&l difficulties. In c:rops like wheat anc;l linseed where 

the numbe;r of seeds pe:r reproductive unit ~s very low, complete 

diallel set with1larger numbe.r of parents becomes unmanagable. 

Especially the problem is aU the more involved when :r"eciprocal 

crosses are to be considered. Therefore, tlle alternatives left 4lre 

eithe:r to limit the number of parents o:r ba.se the study on a. sample 

of the full diallel, that is, on a partial diaUel. While discussing the 

a.dvantage~t of using partial diallels .amons a la:l'ge number of parents 
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as against making all possible crosses among a smaller selected 

nufuber of parents, Kempthorne.and Curnow (1961) cited·the following 

in v favour of the former: 

(i) the general combining ability of the parents can be estimated mbre 

accurately J 

(ii) selection can be made among the crosses from a wider rang~ of 

parents and 

(iii) the genral combining abilities of a larger number of parents can be 

estimated. Each parent will be assessed with a relatively low precision 

but larger genetic !l4~ may result from the more intense selection that 

can be appfied to the parents. 

·Sampling the diallel crosses has ·been studied , among others , 

by Kempthorne, Curnow, Fife and Gilbert, Many incomplete block 

designs have been made use of for this purpose. Balanced incomplete 

block (BIB) designs in two-plot blocks. have been used to obtain cOmplete 

diallel sets while fractions of the diallel have been obtained through 

partially balanced incomplete block. (PBIB) designs with two-plot blocks. 

Kempthorne (1957) gave a method of C'onstrueting designa..lor. partial sets 

of the crosses. Kempthorite and Curnow (1961) improved upon this-and 

provided the analysis of these designs. The above designs along with 

thQse prllposed by Gilbert (1958) and Fife and Gilbe"ft (l96l) are based 

principally on two-aasociate PBIB designs with two-plot blocks. The 

main disadvantage with such designs providiD,g .plans of partial diallels 

is that the number of parental lines to be conside~ed for investigation is 

conditioned to a great extent by the ~equirements the designs impose, 
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After selecting the plan of crosses, either for complete 

dl.allel or for partial dl.aUel. the experimental data is provided by 

adopting an experimental design-~ch has inv<UI~bly been a randomlsed 

block design. It is 1\ot to galnlfay the fact that even a fraction of the 

croues bl'ing-in eJlOugh heterogenity in the blocks so as to entail 

shortening the block-st.e. 

The p:r~eseb.ll investigation is aimed at: studying some of 

the above aspects of complete and partial diallel crosses especially 

in the light of provicUng new pl!u1a Jar pa:rtial di~e).a and indicating 

methods to adopt incomplete block deslgne fol' field expell'imentation. 

FlrsUy, plans for partial di4Uel crosses have been provided for four 

different. cases according to whether or not the parental inbreds or 

the reciprocal F 1•s are included or both. Making use of partially 

balanced inco:qtplete block designs with any liock size (as against 

block size two so far used), any values of ~ and any number of 

associate claeees, the plans in the four cases give the methods of 

estimating genetal combining ability along with the expectation of 

mean squa~res fo:r the g. c. a. eflects. EJq>ressions for the standard 

errors for comparblg the g. c.a. 1s of any two pa:rtieipa.ting lines are 

given. It has been seen that a PBIB design with large numb~r of 

ll'eplications is no drawback for Obtaining plans for partial dlallel 

crosses through ~em as in the case of agricultural (bloek) experiments. 

It has become possible to est~te the maternal efleets whenever the 

data permit. 
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Secondly, meth!)da for o'bt&f.niAJ plana of coDlPlete ~d 

partial di&Uel cJrOsus thl'ough BIB and PBIB deslpa ~espectlvely 

have been obtain11d ao tha1l the seesultinl{ eroues may be 1row.n in 

incomplete blocks. T"hla ~ives a unified treatment of eiltinatinl the 

..general cembf.nin.s ability ta.kin-g inte cona\dere,ti(l'lt the bblckl.n.s upect 

of the .field experltne$tion. Met;hods are indicated fo• simllar 

blockiniJ qf p&J'tt,al diaUels when reciprocal croues all'tt also peJ'fo:rmed. 

Estimates (If g. c.a.. and expectations ef meu s'uall'e• dtSe to I• c.a. 

ue also given. 



CHAPTER U 

REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS WORN DONE 

Ge~;~.etic analysis of pl>pulationa uing cova\"iances between 

relatives and the associated prOblems ~£ paJ!titiOiling the total genotypie 

varian.ce into additive and non-addit:ive geaetic cOinponents have been 

tackled exteustvely ever since the early work oi Fisher in l918. The 

practical application of these concepts of quantitative inheritance to 

plant: and animal breeding have increa.si.Qgly been realtlled in recent 

years and techniques involving 1diallel crosses' are some oi the means 

to that end-, Sprague and Tatum, Henderson, Griffing , Hayman and 

Jinks are but some of the names of early workers associated with 

diallel crosaes and their use. But an exact generalised treatment 

showing the relationship between diallel crossing method to Fisher's 

method of covadances between relatives as expressed in terms of 

general and specific combining ability variances eeems to have been 

taken up only from 1956 on wards. 

Griffing (1956 a,l956 b) presents an extensive study of the 

major problems with the use of complete diallel crosses. Classifying 

the experimental methods utilising diallel cl"Osses into 4 categories 

depending upon whether or not the inbred and/ or the Yeeiprocal F~ s 

are included, Griffing (1956 a ) indicates the ana.lyis oi such methods. 

A unified theory of the same analysis under two differ~ mode~ -

(Model I and Model U of Eisenhart ) has been.fittthel:' given by him 

(1956 b ). Here under each model the above four.-met)lods have been 

d.iscussed giving estl:me.tes and their standal:'d errors of gene:tal and 

specific combining abilities at~.d reciprocal effects, Under both the 
~-
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models he gives the expectati1:ltlll of mean squares of t;he val'ioua 

estimates·, Discussion <lf,~iallel analysis ln the presence of matl'7nal 

effects can be.lound in the ~at Hasel, LamiU'eux, Nordskog, 

Topham and others (see the list of-References). 

But the idea,, of partial di.allel cl'<lases bas been widely 
~~~ 
.~~-· 

accepted of late ani! many sampling designs have been put forward 

with a vie'IJidO minimille the resolU"ces and Ol"ganizational difficulties 

a plant or a.cUmal breeder is faced With. SampUng the diallel crosses 

is reported to have becm tak<m up ·for the ff.;oat time by D:r. Q. W. Brown 

(194Jl). The broad outlines of his method have tormed the basis for 

circulant samples developed by Kempthorne (195 7) which otherwise were 

not exploited by Brown himself. Yates (1947) presente4 a method of 

---
analysis for a partial set of the dia.llel. The partial set did .uot arise 

put of sampling i1'l as m,uch 4s it was a consequence of mutual incompati-

bilities withl~ subgroups <Jf the plants. R was Gilbert (1958) who suggested 

y .. rtial dlallel crosses as it is understood today, and. his sc:he~ depends 

on using a Latin square. Accordingly, when the number of lines v is 

even the sample should be chosen by super-imposing on the 'diallel 

table' a v x v oymmetric latin square with~ single letter on the main 

diagonal. Crosses corresponding to sultab~e number of lette.rs in the 

latin square are then sampled which ensures equalreprese~tion of the 

lines among e:t-osses. If v is divisible by 4-the use of latin equares 

symmetrical about both the diagOllals is recommended for achieving 

balance among the crosses. The ve:ry use of latin 11quaros indicates 
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the impracticability of obtaining crosses when there are several 

parental lines under conside:ratidn which is often the case in plant 

breeding, Moreover, Gilbert's sampleq have singular least square '1 
- I 

1 
- equatiops and great care is to be taken to avoid samples which lead to~ 

"'Un!I'Olvable equations fol' the general combining abilities. 

With a view to estimate the genetic variance components 

Hinkelmann and Stern (1960) described the construction and analysis of 

some circulant samples in which line 1 is always crossed with line ~ 

and with those lines whose numbers fol'm an arithmetic progression 

from Z to a.. They also showed how to construct and anal~e a palilal 

set of test crosses. 

Circulant sampld: Developing on the methods earlier 

tnllkateli by Kempthorne, Kempthorne and Curnow (1961) discussed 

circulant samples aJld it was followed up furthel' by Curnow (1963). 

When the:te.a;-_e V'qparentallines arranged from 1 to v in a random 

order, -the rxxethod of generating such samples may be described all 

follows. Let each of the v parents be involved in the same number of 

el'osses s, so that the t$1 number of crosses in the sample is vs/2. 

Clearly, s must at least be a and v and s cannot both be odd. 

Then line'l is crossed with lines k+l, k+2, ..... , k+s where k= !:_ (v+l.s). 
a 

Line Z is crossed with lines .k+2, k+3, ••• ,., k+stl and so on.. the line 

numbe1:s being reduced modulo v whea necessary. The least square 

equations for estbna.ting general combining ability involve a circula.nt 
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matrix which, has s for it~! ·ele:tnents on the main diagonal and non-

diagonal elementa are either 1 Cl.1' 0 aecol'ding.as th~ col'l'esponding 

cross has been. sample<l or not. The croases so geneJ"ated may result 

_ in as many as v/2 <lifferent stan.dar<l el'rors ffJr comparison of g. c. a. 1s. 

__ The expectation 0/. mean. squares for the estimates have been pl'esen.ted. 

Kempthorne and Curnow also give the comparison of the yielding 

capacities of the crosses. 

CUI'nOW (1963) identified the on.e-to-one correspondence 

between a partial diallel cross of the above type and partially balanced 

incomplete block design with two plots per block. and two auociate 

classes with values of k = 0 and 1. Cross i :z: J occurl'ing in the saJ<nple 

corresponds to treatments i and j occurrin~ together in the same bl~ck 

of the PBIB deslgn;- In the notation of diallel crosses the parameters of 

the PBIB design are 

v =v 

b = vs/?. 

r = s 

k =a 

pl ::0. 
11 
?. 

pll = j:l 

- 1 

where the above k's correspond to whether a cross is sampled or n.ot; _ 

a. is the number 0/. lines crossed to both lines i and j where cross i'x j . . 

is in the sample and j:1 is the number of ~es croseed to both lines i 

and j where croes i x j is not in the sample. Mhldng \188 of PBIB deeigns 

listed by Clatworthy (1955), Curnow was abl>1! to fV!" certain two-variance 

~·-circulant samples in addition to enumerating some tnore circulant&. 
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·Samples from Triangular a4d Factorial Designs: Fife and 

GUbert (1963) have- giv:en two-variance sample designs called triangular 

and {act anal dellig'na. 

The torme:t designs a,re for N = : n ( n-1) parents, where 

n is an integeli. Tlle pare.nts are numbered off into 11n (n-1) (n-1) "1, --- __ ,. 

tl'tangle. For ex;:lm.ple, if n = 5, the ten parents are numbered 54~, 53, 

5l!,51;43,4:l,41, 3l!, 3J and 2.1. Then each parent is denoted as ab, 

where a can, take a.fly value from z. to n, an,d b can take any value from 

1 to (a-1). Then the·parttal d\allel consists Of all cl'osses ab x cd, 

where a, b, c ll.nd d are a_ll different. As each llue is tnvolved in 

..!.. ( n•Z. ) (n-3)· af the crosses in this design the11e is a restriction that 
z. 
n must exceed 4. The compiementalo"Y of the above is again a triangular 

design. We may note-that this t;ype of generating crosses is directly 

related tO' Z plot block PBIB designs obtainable through a triangular 

associatip:d. eeheme (cf. Bose et all954). 

The factorilll de.aigns are lorN = mn pare~~ts, where m and n 

are integers. The parents here are numbered off into an m x n rectangle. 

For example, if m :: 4 and n = 3, the twelve parents are number U, Zl, 31, 

41, 12., 2.2., 3Z, 42.,13, U, 33 and 43. Each pa:reJ:I,t is then denoted as ab, 

where 1 { a {::: m and 1 ~ b .f: n, and aU the cresses ab x cd are 

selected such tnat a 1 c and b '/ d : in. this case evel'y Une is involved. 

in (m-1) (n-1) cros"s so that m,n must both exceed Z. 
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The p:resen1/ work l• a:n e%te1111ion of the autho:r'• prevloue 

diuenation on. 11Ineoznplete bloek deaig1111 and Pa:rtial diallel c:rone•", 

which he liu.bmitted &I partialful!llm.ent lo'lt the award of M. Be. 

deg!'~e at the Institute of_~JriC:ultual Reaea:rch Statietic:1, Delhi. 

The early part of chapter IV ot this volume ha1 a beariniJ on this 

4leurtation wo:rk. (Abo refu Dat aa4 Slvaram 1968 ) • 

r=o,... !'uYb-her t"e.c'C2r.Qnc~ f~c<Ol ~ H·Je 

Anne')(...\.we o& 4>1,e. e¥>d . 



CHAPTER m 

PRELIMINARIES 

As most of the subjeCt matter"in ~he subsequent pages deals 

with the application of partially bll.lanced inc9mplete bloc:k designs, a 

definition of them becomes neceuary here. According to Bose and 

Nair (1939), and latter Bose and ~mamoto (1953), a J.'BIB design in 

two associate ~lasse• is an arrangement of v treatments in b blocks, 

such that: 

1. Each of the v treatments occurJ! f times in the arrangement, which 

consists of b-blocks each of which contai~ k e:xperlme!!.tal units. No 

treatment appears mote than once in any block. 

2. Evety pair among the v treatments oc;curs together in either "J. or 

~z blocks ( and_are said to be i th associates, if they occur together 

in ~i blocks, i = 1, 2 ). 

3. There exists a relationship of aesociation between every pair of the 

v treatments satil!fying the following conditions: 

-a. Any two treatments are either #rat or second associates. 

b. Ea:ch treatment hall!~ first and n2 second associates. 

c. Given any two treatments that are i th associates, the number of 

treatments commoll to the j th associates of the first and k th 

< associate.& ol. the second is p}k• an4 this number i) independent 

of the palr of treatments with which we start. Furtbe:~rmore, 

i i 
Pjk = pkj ( i,j,k = l,Z ). 

The eight parameters v,)),r,k, ~· ~z•r;. and nz are known as 

the primary parameters , and the parameters p~k ( i,j, k = 1, Z ) are 

called the secOlldary parameters. ~he secOlld~y pa::ameters may be 
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displayed as elements of two synunet:ric mat:riciee, 

The following parametl'ic relations are tuue • 

nl +nz .. v ·1 

~A,. +nz'-a .. lP(k-1) 

l 
pjk .. p~j 

1 
nlpjk ,. njp!k 

and i 
.. Q -1 when 1 =j ~pjk j 

"'n. 
J 

othe:rwise. 

We shall use these PBm designs to generate plans foJ' partial 

diallel cl'osses and give analr-oes to estimate the general combining 

abllit\es, specific combining abilities and mateJ'nal effects (when they 

occu) of the participating lines. We shall also. use PBm designs in 

-=-associate clasa:oa, whell'e :m) 2, to gene:rate plana which aJ'e more 

flexible and b:roadly indicate the metho<l of analyses. 

Let there be v parental lines und,er ccmside:rauon. When it 

is contemplated to have a partial set of the complete dl.allel which has a 

total of vZ number of cl'osaes, lou different cases uise accoJ'dtng to 

the following being true. 

Cal#e (1): The expe:viment consists of a given partial set of the F 1 's 

only but does not in.clude its reciproca.h o:r parental lines (i.e. soUings ). 
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Case (ii): 'J'he expe~iment ceuislsts q! a givftl):paztial ut o! the F
1
•s and 

also its reciprocals., ·but. does not include parenUllines. 

Case (iii): The expel!iment consists of a glven partial set· of the F 1 's 

only withe~ its reciprocalsand includes the parentalllJie&. 

Case (lv): The exper.\'J'ent con,sists of a given pariialeet of the It1•s with 

recipJrocalls and also with the parentt\lllnes. 

~ch case neceuiates a different fdJ'Jn of analysis. 

It is tile plam breederjl or genetlcist who is left wl.t)l. the problem 

¢ choosing. o~e of the above fomt (lxperlmental methods depending upon 

th11 alma of the expeaotment, the experimental matezoial at hand and the 

know;ledge h!!l has a.boll$ the material. lf lt.is intcmdecl to estimate the 

yielding capacities ot the lines, Wo:rmatiQZi regal'ding the performance 

of the pare!lUllnbu!is may be useful. When the data under investigation 

provid.e good e,vidence for the exjatence i>1 mate:rnal effects reciproc!ll 

czoosses may have to be ull.d!:U'ta.'k,j!~n. Knowledge about the coat of. 

expe;rimentation, in partie~, cost pe~ c~QSs, nlllY also determine to 

certain extent the type of cl'osses to be performed. 

After the p~ of crosses has been selected and the crosses 

gzoown, durl~~ the analysis the compollent~~ of genetic varlance are 

determined by equating the e¥J)ectatian of m, an squares due to the different 

effects to thdse ob.11e,-ved. Measures of hel'ltability, proportion of addit~ve 

genetic variance to the total genotypic varl.ance and the average degree 

of dominance may be C!l-lc;:ulated ~e:reaftel' under appi'opl'iate auumptions. 
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The subsequent fOWt chapters pe:rta.in to the f<>ur different 

cases that· arise as. indlcatet.l above. The :rest ot the cha~ers deal with 

thet blocking Of the ciiallel crosses in suitable incmnplete blocks and 

theilr analyses. 



CHAPTER IV 

1. P. B. I. B. DESIGNS IN TWO ASSOCIATE CLASSES AND PARTIAL 
DIALLE.t.S WITHOUT SELFINGS OR RECIPROCALS 

is 
'l'hia/the ease (i) cl cl}apter UI. 

Let ·the '9- parental Unes be nwnbered at random from 1 to v. 

We shall consider them as. the trclatm.ents while refering to PBIB 

deeigns. The fi:r,st .ll.~sociates (or second associates, whichever ls 

convenient} of each line (t:reatme~nt) a~ro written beside the line (treatment) 

in an ascending qrder of magnitude. Any line i ( i =1, Z, ••• ,v) is then 

crossed with eve;y line j ( j > l ') • where j is the first (second) 

associate of i. 'With the usual notati.b.lls, therefore, we get vr;jZ or 

vnz/Z number of crosses according as the line i ls c;rOsf!ed with its 

first oi second associate lines. We shall giver below the method of 

tf'Stllll!. tinir general combining ablltties and specific combining abilitiea 

of ~e participating lines assuming that the reciprocal Cll'ciSses are 

ldent~al and that we are not intensted in the performance of the 

par~ntal inbred~ theuu,elves, 

It- may be stressed at this point that tlie above plans for 

partial diaUels ~their analysls are entirely independent of the values 

of "-'sand also of the nwnber of replications in the PBIB design. Thus 

PBIB designs even'" with large number of J'eplieations can be used 

' 
with advantage foJt obtaining plans for pa&'tial diallel crosses which 

otherwise would be useless fox block expe:l:'imentation. A further 

advantage ls aehieved from the fact that fer xnost of the numl•eu of 

lines PBIB design.s are avaUable atld therefore plans fox partial die.Uel 

crosses are also available for theae numbe:ra. 
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As there are no reciprocal crosses aod selfings, we make 

use of the m04el 

ylj = flo+ t 1 + tj + sij + eij 

with the usual assumptions and get the followlog normal equations. 

• Whe~ the r th lioe has been crossed with itlt fi:rst associates, we have 

'(i=l,Z, ••• v) (4.1) 

whel'e >p. ls the genel'al mean, 'S1(t
1
) denotes the sum Cfthe g.c.a. 1s 

of lloes which are the £irst associates of· 1 and with which the lth 

lines is crOSSed, and 1'
1 

denotes the t6t~l yield¢. all the crosses with 

the i th lloe. 

Act&g such equations for aU the lloes with. which i th 

lioe is crossed, we get 

(4. 2) 

whel'e s2(t
1
) is the sum of g'. c. a. 's of lioes not crossed wtth the i th 

lloe and s1(T 
1
) ls the sum of the totals T1 's of thOI!Ie lioes with which 

the i th lioe is croued. 

v I' 
Assuming ~ t == 0, we get 11 = ZG/vn1, whel'e G is the g:rand total 

1 i 
of the yielde of aU the crosses, and the eqWLtioo (4. Z) reduces to 

(4. 3) 

(4.4) 

i = 1, Z, •••• , v 

The sum of squares due ~o the g. c. a. 1s ;;,f the lines is 

v,. 
E ti Tt i=l . 
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The Val'iance of the dit'feJ'ence between g. c. a. •s Oi two lines 

1 a z 
l!(nl + Pu - P u> IT 

{i) which are not crossed is 

(ii) which are c'Z'ossed is 

{ nc 1) (~ - p~ )+ n,_p~ 
1 a 2 

Z(x;_ + Pn • Pu + 1 ) <t 

z l 
(nl - l)(nl - Pu ) + ~, 11 

whel'e 
2 

IT liJ the error va11iance. 

G~ven any line the first· expreuion above is used to compare 

the dif!~.rence of its g. c. a. from the g. c. a. 1s of eacb of n
3 

lines and 
• • 

the second , from each of ~ linea·. Thus we can get a wei,ghte(J average 

ilf the above two variances taking n 1 and ~ as weights, and this average 

is given below. 
, 

Average va:ria!),l:e "' 
a [<v-1) {x;_ + p~- p~) + J)] fla 

( v-1) [ (llt- l)( n1 - P:l) + ll1P~] 
The l'esults of second associate crosses a:re obtainable from the above 

1 z a 1 
res'Qlts by reJilac:ing ~by n2, p11 by P;z and Pu by Pzz . The plan 

got by crossing the seco.a.d associate lin.es will be complementary to 

the one got throush the first associate l~s. 

Note: - If the plan of crosses is obtained frqm a Group Divisible PBm 

design, at .least one of the two associate~ crosseiJ will yield non-singular 

least squAres equatiqns so that a soltltion fort{ exists. 

Considering that the above experiment is laid out in a randomised 

block design with replications r such that each block constitute!! all the 

vnJ2 crosses, the estimate oft~ specific combining ability of cross i x j 
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is sl.mply the mean of the yldd~ over the replications and the vall'iance 

of the diffetenee between any two s. c. a. 1s is zaZ/. r. 'rhe sum of 

squares due to s. c. a. is got by 

S. S. due to el'osses - S. S. due to g. c. a. - s. S. due to 
error(rep K crosses). 

Now we shall consider finding of expectations of mean sqtiares 

due to g. c. a., s.c.a. and er:ror. 

The sum of squa:res due to t
1 

is , as indicated already, 

v " 
l: ti T i • Taking expectations , 

i=l 

1\ l - 1 z z 
EEt1 T1 = 

6 
L (~+p11 -p11 )E ET

1 
-EET1s1

(T
1) 

4(ph- p~) z 
'!' EG _/ 

v 
where b. fs the-denominator in the estimate of tr given in (4. 4). 

Using the model in which t
1

, s ij and e ij are random variables with 

E(t1) = E(s1j) = E(eij ) = 0 and the t, s and e quantities are uneorrelated 

2 z z z z z 
and E(t1 ) =ITt , E(s1j ) =as and E(eijk) = IT e' the following is 

z z z 
obtained. We shall write a fo:r f1 + IT • s e 

and • 
z zz z z z z 

EG = (v nif4)11 + ~at+ (vnJIZ) a • 
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·Hence the expectation Of ·llll an squares due to g. c. a. is 

2 1 2 J 2 2 - 4ni ( Pn - Pn ) ITt + IT • 

( 

vn 
or _ 1 

( v - 1) 
-

2 1 2 
4-111 ( p~ - p 11 ) l 

-....;;;------ IT! + cr2 
• 

6(v-l) 

Since there are r replications , the expectaUon of mean- squares due 

to s.c.a. is simply ITZ +riTZ and that of mean equa:res due to ~n•ro:r . e s , ' 
a (:replications x crosses) is ITe.. Equating the observed s~ of 

squares due to these effects to the above expected onel(l, we obtain the 
' 

estimates of cr2 , ITa and u2 ·• 
e s t 

When mean yields of the c:r<lsses, averaged over :r repli-

catl6ns , a:re analysed then the analysis of variance table is as shown 

below. 
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Analysis of variance of Partial Diallel Crosses 1. 

Source d.f. 

Replicates ,(r -1) 

.o. c._A. 

s.c.A. 

Rep. x.crosses 

Total 

Example 

(v -1) 
' 'n v(.!!l. ... 1) z 

vn1 (r-1)( ---1 ) 
:a 

Expected values of mean squares 
' 

cr!+rv! + 
cr! + sou! 
cr! 

In order to show how a plan of croBses for partiall diallel 

can· be got we shall furnish below an illustration using the two-associate 

cyclic PBIB de1.1ign given by Bose et a1 (1954}. The design !)as t}le-

fgllowing parameters. 

' v "17. b = 34, l' = 8, k = 4, ~ = 8, na "' 8, >.1 "'1, lz "z. 

Pl = [: :J and ,Pz = [; :J · 
The association scheme of this PBIB design has the property that the 

first associates Of a treatment i are obtained by adding (i-1) mod 17 

to each of the first associates of treatment 1. Hence it is euf£icient to 

indicate the first aseociates of the treatment numbered 1, and they 

are given below in an ascending order. 

Treatment No. First Aseociatee 

1 (4, 6, 7, 8, 11, lZ, 13,15) 

>' Identifying the treatmente with the inbred lines, line lis crossed with 
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aU its fint aseociates j such that j > 1, giving us the crosses 

(1 X 4 ) (b 6) (1 X 7 ) ( 1 X 8 ) (1 :X U ) ( 1 X J2 ) (l X ll) ( 1 X 15 ) 

Repeating the procedure by ~iting dowt~. the first a.ssocie.tee of aU the 

othe:r treatment's and making cJrosses as indicated a.bove we shall get 

- the total number of' crosses for the partie.l cUallel. 

For all&lyaie we make use of the data pertaining ~o a dialle1 

involving 11 litl.es of bajra (Pennisetum typhoides). The chancter 

under study is productivity and is measured by giving scores ranging 

from 3 to 10 with reference to the yield of C. M.S. 24A as the standard 

with a score of 5. The observations were cQUected by 0. Harinsrayana, 

Genetics Division, I. A. R.I. , New Delhi. The aJJalyeis is based on means. 

Lines 

1 
z 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
u 
1Z 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

Ti 

.z6.o 
27.5 
3l.S 
33.0 
29.0 
25 •. 5 
31.0 
30.0 
27.5 
30.0 
Z6. 0 
25,0 
.28.5 
Z6.5 
30.0 
31. 0 
28.0 

Table l 

s1 (ll't) 

229.0 
ZZ8.5 
216 .• 0 
l!Z8.0 
227.5 
223.5 
224.5 
225.0 
230.0 
242.0 
ZZ9.0 
Z24.5 
232.5 
234.5 
232.0 
ZZ7.0 
224.5 

ti 

-0.354072 
-0.142533 
0.444004 
0.607466 
0.078619 

-0.315610 
0.405542 
o. ?.61312 

.. o.17l38o 
-0.065610 
-0.354072 
-o. 402149 
-0.084841 
-0. 392533 

0.126696 
0. 357466 
0.001696 
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Table 1 ahows the va.J,ue• of T1.s,~.(Tl) ahd the eetimates 

~i o.f tho I· c • ._. for aU the 1~ lines. Tho a11al)'lil of variance is ao 

4hown below and it indicates that tho g. c. a. eftecta are ~~g~icallt. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 

Sourc:e :O.F. s.s. M.S. F 
' 

, S··C.... a. 16 u. 71889140 o. '13 0.6 * 
s. c. a. 51 61.91346153 1. Zl 

Total 67 7$.63235294 

' ' 

., 



2, P.B.I.B. DESIGN'S IN m-ASSOtiATE CLASSES AND PARTIAL 
DIALLELS WrrHOU'l' SELFINGS OR RECIPROCALS 

In the p;revlous Sl!ction we discussed the method of obtaining 

plans fo:r pa:rtial diaUel th:rough P. B.l. B. designs in two associate 

classes. The sample was so_fo:rmed that each of the lines was crossed 

with those appearing in one of the two anociate classes. This concept 

may be generalised by uaini,J PBIB deeigns with m-associate classes. 

In this case, each line is croseed with each of the lines present in r 

of the m associate classea. 

Let us consider a PBIB design with v tt-eatments (lines 

numbered in some :random order) in m-associate classes. Let nj 

( j = 1, 2, ••••• , m) denote the number of lines p:rdsent in the j th 

associate class. Ji'o:r each line i ( i :: 1, 2, •••• ,v) a given :r associate 

classes among its· m classes are chosen and aU the lines in them are 

pooled. The line i is then crossed with every line j in the pool 

such that j > i. Thus wll will have a sample of crosses of site vN/2, 

where N = I: nj , I: implying the sum over the selected :r associate 
(j) 0) 

classes. Fo:r analysis we shall assume, without loss of generality, 

tl!Q.t each lirul is crossed with its first :r ( r < m) associate lines. 

The normal e~uations for estimating the g. a. a. of the lines th:rough 

least squares technique taking the v.s.v.sl model comes out as below. 

(4. !S) 

( i = 1, Z, ••••• , v ) 

where Sj(ti) is the sum of the g. c. a. 1s of lines which a:re j th associates 

of the 1 th line and Tj is the total yiel~, of the j th associate crosses 
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fllvolving tlle i th lflle. Adding such equatimur over the lint auociate 

lflles ol i, we get 

+ :E pm S (t ) = s
1
(0 ) 

0) lj m i i 

where Sj (0
1
)-ia the sum ol the Q 1s ollflles which are j th associates 

ol the i th lflle • 

In general, adding such equatto~ ove.- the k th associates ol 

i, we have 

k = 1, Z, ••••• , (m-1) (4.6) 
v ' 

Assuming that~ t = 0, equations (4. 5) and (4.6) can be solved for t 1 icl i 
and the aUJ.ys!s completed ill the usuallflles. 

A pa:rticular caset Use of 3-asaociate designs 

When m = 3 and r = 1, we B.l7ive at the simple case ol generating 

plans for partial diallel cll'osses from a 3 associate PBm design by 

c:rassing any lh\EI with ~s fil"st associate lflles. The normal equations 

foJt estimating general combining a~ility ol ~he lines comes out as below 

from (4. 5) and (4. 6 ). 

nil'+ nlti + ~(ti) = Tl (i=i,:!, ••••.• v;) (4. 7) 

(4. 8) 
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1 a 3 
n1nz!' + ~Sltt) + ptz s1(t1)+p 12s 2(\) + plZ s 3(\) = Sa(T1) (4. 9) 

!G 
Assuming :& t1 = 0, we get 11 "' ---

Vlll 
and bozn eqilatl.ons 

(4. 7) , (4. 8) we ge~ 

where 

3 
A = (n1 - p ) 

1 11 

Az = (~ + P~ . -· P~ ) 
A3 "'(pz - P3 ) 11 11 

'(4.10) 

and 

The sum of squares due to g. c. a. of the iihes is 

E t
1 

"'0, no correctiOn facto:r need be subtracted. 
f' 

The variaAce of the difference between g. c. a. 1s o1 two lines 

is now given by 

when line i 1 is crossed with the 1 th line 

2~ 
" T ( AzB3 • A3Bz + A3 ) 

when the line 1. 1 is not crossed with the i th 
line but is crossed to a line to which line 1 
is crossed 

2 z 4 ( AzB3 - A3Bt ) 

when the line i' is neither crossed with the i th 
line no:r with a· line to which i is crossed. 

~ ... 
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The average variance of the above thrae is ~ v 1 + nz v z + n3 v 3 

~ + nz + n3 

Through 3 associate PBlB designs we can :reduce the 

total nuri::tber of crosses when there is a large number of lines. This 

is so because the total nlllllber of llnee is .!.. vni where n
1 

is the 
~ 

number of treatments in the i th associate class. Now if there be two 

classes the value of n1 is likely to be large. But with the s~nie v if 

there be a design with three associate classes some of the values of n
1 

1s 

are likely to be smaller and there is mo;re flexibility in the choice of 

the associate classes. 

CONNECTEDNESS 

A plan d'! crosses is said to be connected if for every two 

lines, it is possible to pass from one to the other by £orming a chain 

consisting of lines such that any.twG COllSecutlve lines are crossed. 

/ f While choosing a A~ple..~ ~.:tUallel it is better to chOQse -a..sample 

~ which is conne<;ted. When '!;he plan of crosses is disconnected, 'he 

lines will fall into sets so that no two lines from different sets are Cl'ossed. 

<./'J But this need not be a serious draw-back as in the casd of estimatiott. of 

treatments through incomplete block designs, because thQ estimation of 

I 

g. c. a. is still possible through such disconnected samples by following 

r the method discussed by Cttl'DOW (1963). It may be pointed out that the 
I 

method of analysis presented he:re holds even for disco:IUlected samples, 

though depending on the parameters of specific designs the value of ,6 

may be zero in some cases <md hence no sQlutlo:n is available in such 

~ases. 



CHAPTER ..:f. 

1. P. B.-I. B. DESIGNS IN TWO ASSOCIATE CLASSES AN» PARTIAL 
DIALLELS WITHOUT SELFINGS BUT WITH RECIPROCALS 

When maternal effects are p:tesent and so the, reciprocal 

crosses are performel:l the diallel analysis differs signilicantlt. Assum-

· ing that we lire not interested in the performance of tbe parents them-

selvas, w.e shall discuss this aspect which is cited as case (iii.) in 

chapter III. The linea:~r mOdel for estimating the combining abilities 

of the lines b naw given by 

'Y =~+t +t +s +m. +e 
ij l j ij j ij 

whel'e m.j stands for the maternal effect of the j th line appearing as the 

female parent. 

'ro generate plans of partial d~l crosses PBIB designs with 

two associate classes ue again used. As earlier every line is written 

beside its first assocWea. Any ,line las male is then crossed with 

each of its first associate lines ~8 tamales. Hence thel'e will be a total 

of vn1 crosses, when the first a!"sociate lines are crossed, and each 

line wi~ be crossed n,_ times both as male and female. 

The normal equations for estimating the g.c._a. and maternal 

ef!ects through the J,east equares technique are as follows. 

and (5. Z) 

whe:re T1 ia the yield j;otal of those crosses where the i th.line is present 

as male ; simila.rly Ti' is the total yield 1:rom crosses where the i th 

line oc;curs as fe~le. ~( t 1 ) denote!l j;he sum of g~c.a. effects of lines 
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crca.sea with th~ l th line and s
1
(m1) is the sum Of matema.l effects o1 

aU the females crOssed to the i th male line. Adding equations (5.1) 

e.n.d (5. 2) over all males and Jemales respectively which are first 

-
associa~es df line 1 we obtain the equa,tions (5. 3) end (5. 4), under the 

(5. 3) 

(5. 4) 

From (5.1) and ·(5.4) we have 

-z 1. 1 a 
~Ti - s

1
(T:) = <ni- ~ + l)J) t 1 - ( pll- pU) s1(t1) (5. 5 ) 

Adding (5. 5) ov~ aU male lines which are cl'ossed with the i th line, 

-~s1(Ti)- ~T:., p~S1(Tl) • pri Sa (T;) 

a 1 z [ z z 1 z z] "<~·Pul<Pu-Pnltt + <~- ~ + ~u>·<Pu- Pul 8t(ti) 

(5. 6) 

' 
Solving (5. 5) and (5. f>) gtve11 us 

A [~Ti -s1('1'1')] +B [~s1('l\)- l(n,_-p~)T1'+(p~-pA)~(Tt')+pf1G}] t,= ---~~--~;_~--~~-;--~~~~~~~=~~~~ 
CD 

(t=l,Z, .... ,v) (5. 7) -

whel'e . G denot~s the grand total of all the yields and 
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A = ( n: -~ + P~ ) - (p~l - P~ )z 

1 ~ 
B :: (pll - Pu ) 

z 1 c = <n,. .. 1)(~ - Pu ) + ~Pn 

D = ~(~ - ph+ p~ - 1 ) + P~· 
Here s1(T 

1
) and s

1
(Tl ) have simUar meaning in terms of total yields 

as s1 (ti) • , Denoting ~ T i - s
1 
(T l ) by Qi, the smn of squares due to 

the g. c. a.'s of the lines adjusted for maternal effects, as. each mate· 
v 

line is not coming with the same set of females, ls ..!. l: t
1
o1• 

~ 1 
Also from (5. Z) and (5. 3) 

z z 1 2 
~T~- Sl(Ti) = (~- ~ + P11 )ti- (pll- Pn) Sl(ti) 

+ <nf • ~ + p~ )mi - (p~l - P~) Sl(Ins,) (5. 8) 

Add.lng (5. 8) over all lines which are female and fi:rot associates of 

line l, we get equation similar to (5.6) but where (t
1
+m

1
)appears in 

place of ti and s1(ti) + s1(m1) in place of s1(t1). 

Then solvillg we obtain expression for (t1+Int) looking similar to t1• 

Hence 

~~ ,. A [ z;:(Tl - Ti ) - t Sl(Tl )-Sl(Ti )j] 

+ B [ n,_ t Sl(Tl ) • Sl(Ti) 1 + (~ • p~ ) (Tl - Ti ) 

+(ph • P~ ) t s1(Ti,) • s1(Ti)n /CD (5. 9) 

For comparing any two lines , the variance of the difference between 

the g. c. a. 'a ia given by 



when the i th and m th lines are not 
crossed 

· Zn1(A - B )er3 
= when the i th and m th Unes are crossed. 

CD 

The average variance fr.om the two expressions comes out to be 

a~ [ A(v -1) - Bn1J era 

CD ( v- 1) 

The variance o! the difference between maternal effects of two lines 

may similarly be written down. 

The results o! second associate crosses are obtained from the 

above resUlts by J:eplacing '\ by na, ph by !{a and p~ by P~a • 

When the crosses are obtained from a GD design whose association 

scheme has say, n groups of m treatments each and when either m 0:11 n 

eqWils Z, then we get estimate& of g. c. a. fo:r one of the two associate 

crosses. 

Making..nli!e of the corresponding random model in which 

E(t1) = E(m
1

) "i' E(s1j ) '"'E (eij ) = 0 and the t, m,s and e. quantities 

are uncorrelated and E(tf) :: er;, E(mf ) " er~, E(sif ) = er: and. 

E(eJk) = er! , we obtain the expectation mean squares. When ther~ 

are r replications, the expected mean squares for general eombining 

ability is j#ven by 

er! + rcr! + VY 

~(v-1) CD 
[ A t n:(l)+l)-Zn: (Z~+ph·2p~ )+(li:P~l

-+ ~(~+ll\·P~ )a) 
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[ 3 1 a z z 
+B. nl (~+pU-pil) - DJ. (~+l)(.nl-pll) 

-~(Ph- p~) (Z~+p~-zpt) -4nipt- nfC~+ph·Pt l 
-

+ ~(»t·Pt) (nl+ph-p~ )+(p~. P~) ~ (~-p~)z+n,_(z;_+p~-p~ )2} 

+ Zz;_pt i (~·Pt) + ~(~+p~- P~) J J J cr; 

The expectation of mean squares for m
1 

l. e. 

is got as 

~vr'"=- [ 
IJ,('II'·l)CD 

1 
»t(v-1) 

The ex:pectatiollB of mean squarea for s.e.a. and error a:re obtained' 

as usual. 

z. USE OF 3 ASSOCIATE P. B. I. B. DESIGNS 

Earlier analysis allows genel'alllllatf,on in using three associate 

PBIB designe for ebtalnlng plans in this case (U). Furlher generall'Zation 

is eomplieated. If eaeh line is crossed with lines present ln any two of 

the 3 a.oliJoeiate lines, the normal equations for estimating the effects 

eome out as shown below. 

(5.10) 

Adding (5.10) over all male lines whieh are first and second associates 

of i th line we obtain (5.11) a.nd (5.1Z). 

z 3 1 3 z 3 
n1JJ. + (z;_- pU )ti+(~+pll-pll)sl(ti)+(pu-Pu)Sz(tl) 

+ (~ .p311)mi+(p~ - p~ )s1(m1) + (p~ - p~)s2(m1 ) "s1(T1) (5.11) 
~~ 



(5.1Z) 

(5.13) 

Addirig (5 ,13) ovell' all female lines which are first and second associates 

ofthe line i, we get (5.14) and (5.15). 

a 3 1 3 z l 
Di!i+(~·Pll>ti + CI)+Pu- Pu > 81(ti) +(pu- Pu )Sa(ti) 

+~S1(mi) " ~(Ti') (5.14) 

~nz" + (P~z - Piz )sl(~)+(l) +p~z - P:z)sa(ti)+~sz(ini) ::Sz(Tt' (5.16) 

It is obvious what the symbols stand for. 

From (5.10) and (5.14) 

(5.16) 

where A
1
,A

2
,A3 re!lpectively stand for the coeHicients of tl'~(t1), 

s2(t1) in (5.14). 

Adding such equations (5 .16) over all male lines which are the first and 

second asB"Qciates of the i th line, we get two more equations involving 

ti,Sl(ti) a.o.d Sz(t1). These two together with (5.16) can be solved fer t1• 

Also from (5.11) and (5.13) we get another equation as lollows: 

a + (Dt • ~)=i+(z;_-A2)S1(m1)-A3S3(~) (5.17) 

· This is exactly similar to (5.16) but for the fact that (ti+m1) appears 

in place of ti and s1(t1)+S1(n1t) ~~ears in place of S1(ti) etc. Solving 



this in st.mUar l.iJ:les we get the estimate of t
1 
+m

1
• From the above two 

we can ob~in the value of m1 by subtraction. 

If a, stands for L-'1.Ti -sl(T{) J then sum of squares due to ti 
1 1\ 

wlll be - ~t1o1 . 
') 

Also if M
1 

stands for [~(T: • T1 )+S
1
(T1• )-s1(T~) .../the sum 

of squares due to m1 ie -:-- ~ ~M1 , 
l 

Example 

The following example ~!cates the proced111'e of analyBblg 

the pa:rtial dlallel crosses when reciprocal crosses have been made. 

In view of the fa~ that real data was not available at hand, licticious 
•• 

data has been JtD.ade use of for tllis purpose. Appendix I shows the 

small table-of data, where observations along the J'OWS correspond to 

those of femaJe line pl'ogeny and observa~ons along columns 'to male 

line proseny, ·Since the data may be aspumed to consiSt of mean 
•, 

obseJPVations, 9nly the estimates of g. c.; a. and maternal eHect of the 
' 

lines are given together with thei:r sum of squares. 

A PB:W design with the following parallleters and structure 

serve11 to pl'oviJie a partial set of a 9 x 9 diaUel CI'OSS. 

v = b = 9, r = k = 3, ~ = 6 • n2 = Z, ~ = 1, "z = 0, 

P1 ·l :] ""' Pz • [ 

6 

:] 
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The Design Treatment Association 
:Num.be• Scheme 

1 a 3 1 (Z,3,4,5,6, 7) 

1 6 4 z (1,3,4,5,8,9) 

1 7 5 3 (1, 2,6,7,8,9) 

6 8 3 4 (1, a,6, 7,8,9) 

6 9 5 5 (1, Z,6, 7,8,9) 

7 8 4 6 (1, 3,4,5, 7,9) 

2 8 5 7 (1, 3,4,5,8,9) 

7 9 3 8 (2,3,4,5,6,?) 

z 9 4 9 (2,3,4,5,6,?) 

Identifying treatments llQ parental lines, eac::h line l 

( i = 1, Z!._. •• , 9) as male is crossed with every line j as female where 

j belongs to the !bet associate lines of i. Thus there will be 54 crosses 

in total, excluding se:W.ngs. Table 2 shows T
1

, Tl which are the yield 

totals of crosses having 1 th Une as male and female parent rE!apectively. 

It also gives BJ(T 1), BJ(T! ) a.nd values of the g. c. a. estimates t1, t{ 

of males and females and tnt• tho estimates of-maternal effect. The 

analysis of variance is as shown below. 

Analysis of Variance Tal?le 

Source d.f. s.s. M.S. S. 

g. c. a. 8 84.6666 10.5833 
Mat.elfedt 8 93.llll u. 6389 
Error(s.~;.a.) 37 Z99.0549 8.0827 
·Total 53 476.8333 

F 

1. 30 
1.43 

In this example both g. c. a. a.1;1d maternal efiecta are not significant 

at S per cent level. 



Table Z 
,. 

Line T T' Sl(Ti) ~(Ti) ti t• = t += mi 
No. i i i i i 

1 128 133 845~ 865 -Z. 74074 -1.53703 1. Z03TO 
z 146 144 853 843 0,92592 0.40740 -0.51851 ,. 
3 139 143 852 842. -0.18518 0.2962.9 O.i8148 
4 143 142 852. 842. 0.48148 o.l296Z -0. ~5185 

5 141 )48 852 842 0.14814 1.129611 o. 9al48 
6 133 149 853 84-~ - l.Z4074 1. 2.4074 2.48148. 
7 143 139 853 843 0.42.592.5 -0.42592. -0. BS185 
8 156 141 845 s65 1.92592 -0.20370 - 2..12962 
9 146 1.36 845 865 0,25925 - 1.03703 - 1.2962.9 

Grand Total = 12.75.0 

Correction Ter= :::: .30104.16.6.7 

~· 



CHAPTER Vl 

P. B.l. B. DESIGNS IN TWO ASSOCIA'l'E CLASSES AND PLANS FOR 
PARTIAL DIALl.ELS WHEN 'SELFINGS ARE INCLUDED BUT NOT 

RECIPROCALS 

1t oftentimes becomes necessary that we study the perfo:ririanel'l 

of the palllental inbreds also in order that a better comparison of the 

combining abilities among the hybl"id eombinations is eUected. When 

the estimation of yielding capacities of the c::rosses, whethe:r sampled 

o:r unsampled, is envisaged, information regal"ding the pe:rformanc~ 

of seliings would greatly help in the selection. The yielding capacit!es 

of the crosses ll:laY be estimated either through theb mea~ yields o:r 
' .. -

by adding_ the g. e. a. effects to the grand mean for any given cross·. 

The latter method is especially useful in dealing with the unsampled 

crosses. Assu.mil:lg that lllociprocal crosses a.-e identical, the p:resent 

situatiou - case (iii) of chapter m - neeessiates that the plans of partial 

cUaUels discussed in chapter IV should only be supplemented &ythe 

selfings. The analyais·of such plans when the first associate lines are 

crossed and' salting are included in addition, is the following. 

With the usual nd:atiolill, there are a t$1 of VX~t + v 
2 

crosses in the diallel. The no:rmal equation for estimating g. e. a. of· 

a line iS given below. Jt ~o~ow consists of T
1 

which is the sum of yields 

of aU intercrosses with line 1 and twice the yield of selfing of Une i. 

(i=l,Z, •••• ,v) (6.1) 

A:dding such equations over all the llt fi:rst associates of the i th -

line, we get 

~(n1+Z)~ + (n1-p~ 1!1 + (nl+4+!}\, - p~)~(t1) = Sl(Ti) (6. Z) 
v 

as .:E t 1 = 0. 
i=l 
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So1vin~ (6.1) and (6. 2) IIi~ ti' we have 

" ~i .. 
ATi •,S~(T1)- (~+Z) (A·~)IL 

, A(Al t4) •(llz • p~ ) ' ( i ::l,Z, .... v) (6. 3) 

• 

The estimate of IL is, in fac:t, 

ZG 
i.e. 

v(llz+Z ) 

where G is the grand total of all the observations. Thus 

" AT1 • s1(T1) ·Z(p~- p~ + 4) ~ 
ti = (6.4) 

A(') + 4) - (llz - p~ ) 

v " The smn of squares due to g. c. a. is l: ti T i. Let the denominator 
i=l 

in (6.4) be denoted by 6 . Let the error variance be 0'
2• Then 

the variance· of the difference between g. c. a. 's of any two lines which 

are not crossed is ZAtr2/ 1::, and that of the difference between g. c. a. 's 

of any two lines which have been crossed is Z(A+l)v2/ £:, • The 

ZL(v-l)A+n lcl· 
average varianc-e of the two comes out to be '"'}J 

(v-1) 6 
The random rt10del for analysis being 

Ytjk = JJ.+tl+ttstteijk ( i,j "1, Z, ••. • ,-v) 

we may aSSWl:le here that ali = 0. As usual we have E(ti) = :r;:(s1j) = 

:E(e1j) = 0 and the quantities t, 8 and e are uncorre1ated having 

Z Z Z Z Z Z· _ 
E(ti ) = "'t' E(s1j ) = 0' 

8 
and E(eijk-}.J;.cr e • We shall now find the 

expectation of smn of squares duo tc g.c. a, which was given by 
v,.. 
l: tiTi • 

i=l 
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" 1 - z 1 a a -
E:t t1T1 t,s 6' s L Az Tt • :t T1SlP1)-4t_p 11 • p

11 
+_4)0 /v _/ 

Now 

E:t T~ ov[(~+%)21.'2+{ (~+4)l.+')} 11: + (~+4)crl!. J 

E:t T1s1(Tl} =v[~(~+2)1'2+ f{~+4)('\. p~) + l)('i_+v~-p~+4H 

·1 
EG "' 

2 1 2 
who:re tr = tr 

8 
+II' 

8
• 

+f1t«r% J 
v(~+Z) ,l• 

a 

or tho expectation mean squares duo to S• c. a. le 

A 

s1j a ; Yt./• and tho oum o1 squa~>eo due to e. c. a. ts obtained by 

su'btra.ctlng s.s. due to.erro-. and g. c. a. fl'om tho tbtal s.s. o1 ~e 

mean yields. Then the expectation of mean squares due to S• c. a. is 

• 

.. ir~ +roo~ + (v:;)
6 

L-A(0:+91)+16) ·(z;+4l(r;·~) 

• z;A-4(p~ ·p~ +4)(nl!)
2 
/v J va. 

whe:re. as already tudf.catd. A = (n1+~-p~ +4) and 6 =IA(a,_+4)-(s;_-~). 

"' 
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Expectation ol znean squares due to s. c. a. is crz + rcrz and e s 
z 

that due to error is v • 
e 

The second associate crosses a:te analysed as usual. 

The following llltample shows the analysis o£ the 17 x 17 diallel 

crosses discussed in chapter IV when the pa:rental inb:reds are 

" g. c. a •• t1• 

Exatni;>le 

This example is the aaJllQ. as the one already givefl with a 

plan £or lV x 17 dtallel ~roailes uaing a PBIB design with pa:ram.etero 

v = 17 • li..: 34. :r = 8. k = 4 etc. But here the selfinga are also 

included. so that the total num.be:r af crosses is 85. 

AnalysiS' ol Varial'lce Table 

Source D. F. s. s. M.S. F 

g. c. a. 16 6. 7T41 0.42 0. 3 ... 

s. c. a. 68 93. ~OZ3 1. 37 

Tota1 84 100. 5?64 
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TABLE 3 

G~nd 'I' otal. "' 1.86.50 

~~rectiO.Il Te,n;n :; 965.67 . 

·r j. f\'<{lh) *i 
-. 

31.00 !7,2.00 -0.250919 
36.50 270.50 o. 233455 
33.50 no.oo -0.0204~ 
36.00 1.66.00 6.21.5643 
34.00 1.74.50 -0, OU637 
30.50 Z6l. 50 -0,1.11856 
35.00 :no. 5o 0,104549 
31.00 267.00 o. 303768 
32.50 Z68.CO. - 0.090762 
37.00 275.00 0. Z41Z68 

'31.00 Z65.00 -0.1961.31 
3Z.OO Z66. so - o.uzou 
35.50 ZT4.50 O.ll6Z68 
30.50 273.50 - o. 305606 
35.00 273.00 0.085018 
34.00- ... Z73.00 -0.000919 
3Z.OO 263.50 - 0.098575 
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Z. USE OF 3 ASSOClAT.fLP. B. I, B. DESI:.::G::.::N.=S:.. 

With no fwrthe:r difficulty the above analysis for partial diallels 

when selflngs are in~uded may be generalized to th,e case of 3 

asso~iate PBIB c!esigns. When the first associate line!J are crossed, 

the normal equations for estimating g. e. a. ll.re givell. l)y, alll!lumitl.g 

I: t ... 0, 
1 1 

(~+Z)~~o+(r.,.+4)t1+s1(t1) = T
1 

(6. S) 

~("1 fZ)Jio~{~ -p:l)tt +(n,_ +4+p~ -p:l)Sl (\ )+(p~ • P~ )SZ(ti) = ~tt t> 
(6.6) 

I • 3 1 3<i' 2 3 ( 
nz(nl+Z)J.L-PlZti+(plZ- pla,sl(ti)+(nl+p1Z .. p12+4)Sz(ti) = Sz('l'1) 6. 7), 

Putting 

3 
~ =~~- Pu l 
Az .. (nl +p~l-l'~ +4 ) 

z 3 A3 = (p • p ) n , n 
and solving forti' we. have 

We may note that ~ = ZG/:(~+Z), G being the granc! total. 

The sum-of s.q,.ares and standard errors are calculated in the uaual 

fashion. 



CHAPTER Vll 

l. CASE OF PARTIAL DIALLELS Wl'I'H PARENTAL lNBREDS AND 
RECIPROCAL CROSSES 

When maternal eUects are present and reciprocal crosses 

are performed iD.cluding selfings, the estimates of g. c.a. and maternal 

effects are given as shown below. This ls the ease (iv) of cb:apter m. 

Suppose each line i, occu:ring both i!-B male and female, is crossed 

at each time with~ fi:rst associate lines and also line i ls croased 

with itself. This type <lf plan got through a PBIB design is different 

from the one presented in chapter V only in that this contains selfings 

too. There are v(~+l) crosses that a:te sampled. Then, using the 

random model with maternal effect, we have 

where T
1 

is the sum of observations corresponding to crosses involv

ing line i as male (and this includes tha selling of the i th line) and the 

other pymbols stand for the usual quantities. 

Adding (T .1) over all the male linea which are first associates of the 

i th line, 

v 
as ~ ti = 0. ln this situation S,.(T1) includes T1 also. 

Moreover, if T{ indicates the sum of observations of crosses iD.volving 

the i th line as female (and this sum includes the observation correspond-

to selfiD.g), we have 

+ 
(n1+1)JJ.(~+Z)tt+8J(ti)+(~+!pn1 = Tt 

~-

(7. 3) 



Adding (7. 3) over all female lines which are first associates of the 

i th line, 

where s1(Ti') includes Tl. • 

Now from (7.1) a.nd (7.4) 

(n1+l)T1-s1(Tl) = t (~+l)f~+Z).Z(~+l)+p~ } ti • (p~·.P~+Z)~(t1) 

Adding (7. 5) over all ~le lines which are crossed with line i, 

(n.+l)S (T
1
) • (n. - pl + l)T

1
1 • (l- pz + Z)s

1
(T 1 ) • pzG 

ll .1.11 Ull i U 

"' t (n:+~ +p~>-(~ -p! )(p~1"P~ +a) } ti 

- { (p~- p~+Z) (ph· p~ + 1) • ~+n1+p~)} s1(t1) (7.6) 

Equa.t~ona (7.5) and (7.6) maybe abbre.viated as 

~\ + Bl Sl(ti) =Xi 

and A 2t
1 

+ Bz s1(t
1
) = Y1• 

" Hence t 1 = 
BzXt- B1Y1 

AlBZ. AzBl 

where 
Al = Cz{' + ~ + p~ ) 
Az o:(~ - p~ )Bl+Al 

x 1 = (~+l)Tc~<Ti ) 

• ( i = 1,2, .... ,v) (7. 7) 

B = -(p1 -l· + Z) 1 11 u 
1 2 B., = A. +(p -p 

1
+1)B 

.. 1 11 1 1 
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and Yi = {r;_+l)S1(Ti)-(r;.-ph+l)T~-(Ph-p~+2)S1(Tl)- p~G. 

A~ llsual G denotesthe grand t(Jtal of aU obsel'Vations. 

The estimate of matern.al effects is given by 

(s
1
(T1)-S

1
(Tl) ) for S1(Tl ). 

Sum of squares duf!! to ti. is 
VA 

1 :Et Q 
<r;.+l) i=l i i 

; and sum of ~Jquares due to mi is 

The expression for expec.tation of mean squares l!ue to g. c. a• 

has a long form and comes out to be 

z z vr [· a c; · 1 } 
ere+ rcr a+ (~l+l){AlBz-AzBl) (~+1)(~+5~+4) l. Bz(~+l)+Bl(nl-Pn+l) 

"'(3r{+9~+r;_p~ -Z~pt-2pt+4) [ ZBz(~+l)+B1(~+1)z 

- B1(~+1)(p~-p~+Z)+B1(r;_-ph+l)} 
- 2 2 

+ (sn:+~+~p~1-sn1p~ -4p~ +p~+4) t B2 -B1(p~ ·P11 
+Z)} 

2 4 + 4B
1
p

11
(n

1
+1) 

+ B1(~+i) [ nf+!on:+l~ +Z~p~- ~p~:t-6r;.p~l 



z 1z 1 z z( 
- lOll:\Pu +x;_pll • ZnlpUpl). + z;?~ J 

-B1p~ t zni + 1znt + 14I)_ +~p~ - ?z\p~ 

rrz • 
t 
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CHAPTER vm 

Diallel crosses are generally grown in the field by following 

a randomised block lay.out • This being the practice so ·far, it is 

understandable that the blocks become heterogeneous when the numbe:r 

of crosses is considerably large. A complete diallel or even a partial 

diallel will involve enough number of crosses to be performed so 

that there is a necessity to shorten the size of blocks by using 

incomplete blocks. This chapter deals with this aspect of the problem 

and has three sections. In section 1 we give incomplete block plans 

for complete diallel crosses by using BIB designs along with their 

analysis. Section Z pertains to generation of such plans for partial 

diallel crosses~ their construction and analysis dep~nd upon PBIB. 

dtu'i~ns. This section has ~o parts. While Part (a) deals with the 

use ol 'simple' PBIB designs, Part (b) makes use of PBIB aeaigns 

'in two associate classes with any values of k1s. The last section, • 

section 3, indicates l;!ro~dly the method of constructing incomplete 

block plans when reciprocal crosses are also present. In all the 

following cases we shall assume that there are v parental lines under 

investigation which have been numbered at random and that they have 

been identilied with the number of treatments of the incomplete block 

designs used. The words 'lines' and 'treatments' are synonymous 

throughout the chapter just as in the earlier chapters. 

1. INCOMPLETE BLOCKS FOR COMPLETE DIALLELS USING B. I. B. D. 

Co11sMer• .a balanced incomplete block design with parameters 

v, b, z;k, k whe:r<a v irtandS' for the number of parental inbred a under 

consideration in complete diallel crosses. We shall assume that 
>" 
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reciprocal cr.osses are identical and that we are not interested in 

studying selfings. It is required to generate a plan such that these 

avail;l.ble crosses may be grown on the field in incomplete blocks. 

"he method is as follows. 

The lines (treatments) in each of the blocks of the BIB design 

are arranged in an ascending order. Each line (treatment) i belonging 

to a particular b~ock is then crossed with every line j in the same block 
I 

such that j > i. Thus each block of the BIB design of size k will generate 

kca erpsses which will.(o:vm an incomplete set of all the crosses. 

k 
Ther~~r.«)\ tlrere will be b.; Cz crosses in all generated by the blocks 

of the BIB design • In general, for a complete diallel of v parental 

lines a BIB design with parameters v, b, P, k, ).. will provide a plan in 

b blocks each ·consisting of kcz crosses such that every cross appears 

).. times in the plan a.hd each line occurs in these crosses r(k-1} times. 

In ehort a BIB design is fhst foymed with the inbred lines as 

treatments. Next out of the lines in each such block a full diallel 

cross plan is obtained obtaining thereby b blocks each of sil!le kca· 

The analysis of such a plan is as foUows. 

We shall denote the yield of the cross between lines i and m 

in the j th block by yimj and adopt the model 

Yimj = IJ. + ti + *m + 8 im + bj + eimj 

where 1J. is the general mean, ti is g. c. a. of the i th line, aim is 

the s. c. a. of the cross ( 1 x m), bj is the j th block effect and eimj is 

the random e:rrcir. 'rhen the normal equations to estimate the g. c.a. 

of the lines by least squares technique are given by 
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i.,m = 1, Z, ••.• ,v 
j =1,2, ..•.• b 

(8.1) 

where '1'
1 

is the.total yield frotn all the e:rosses involving the ith Une 

and I: 
- j(i) 

indicates su:rpn:aation over all such blocks where the i th 

line occurs. 
v 

Assuming I: t1 = 0, we have 
i.=l 

T = r(k-1)!1 + [r(k-1) - >..] t1 + (k-1) I: bj 
t JU) 

Also, if Bj denotes the j th block total, we get 

Bj = _k('-k-'-1)_ !1 + (k-1) E t + k(k-1) b. 
a t!J} z J 

(8. Z) 

(8. 3) 

where I: t1 is the sum of the g. c. a. efteets of llnes oceuring in the 
iO) . 

j th block. 

Adding (8. 3) over all the blocks where the particular treatl:nem i occurs, 

I: B. :: 
j(i) J 

rk(k-1) (k l) ( ) k(k·l ) 
!1 + - rti - }.ti + I: b. 

2 z j(i) J 
(8.4) 

i =l,z, ..... ,v. 

Solving (8. Z) and (8. 4) we get 

(8. 5) 

" The estimate of !1 comes out to Jl .:: 
ZG 

, where G is the 
bk(k-1) 

grand total of all the yiell(ls in the design. 
v .. 

.... " The sum of s11uares due to the g. c. a. is I: t T 1; as I: ti = p, no 
i=l i 

correction factor need be subtracted. 
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The variance of diffel'ence between the g. e. a. •s o! a~y ~o 

• where .,.1- in -the enor varlan.ce • 

Jl the experiment had been in randomized blocks with the same 

~umber o! replications of the crosses ~. the corresponding variance 

of the difference between tw~ g. c. a. 's would M,te been ZCT~/~(v-Z) 

whe:re a~ iii the ·error varianc.e fQ:r :ralidomised blocks. Hence 

the present design gives a more accurate experiment lhan that from 

randomised blocks if 

( v(k-Z) 
• 

k(v- Z ) 

This is the efficiency factor of the design (plan of croso.es). 

Expeatation of Mean: Squares 

We shall now find out the expectation{! of mean squares for 

the estimates of g. c. a •. 

The expectation of the aum of squaJ"ell due to g. o.. a. is given by 

- z -
1 L kE :E Tt - ZE:E (~ Bj ) Ti _/. 

>..v(k-Z ) j(i) . 

i ==l.a, •••. v. 

Now E :E T: :. v L-A
2

(v-1)2.,.2H 2(v-z)cr:+ A(v-l)(k-l)CT:+l(v-l)cr2_/ 

where v2 = CT~+ o-2 
• 

s e 
z z 

- b (k-1) 2. 2. 
"'v L . 1o1. + A(v-Z)(k·l)(r-~)CTt 

z 

+ 
k(k-l)>.(v-l) 
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(v - ~) _ -· ~ z 
-- L k>.(v-Z)-Z(k-l)(r-).) _j IT + (v-l)IT 
(k - ·z ) t 

3 Hence, writing IT sepa;rately, the expected value of mean squares 
s 

due to g. c. a. is 

(v - Z ) - - z 2 a L k).(v-Z ) - Z(k-l)(r-A) _j IT +IT +IT • 
t s e {v-l) { k - 2 ) 

The analysis of variance for the plan of complete diallel 

crosses in incomplete blocks would be as shown bqlow. 

Analysis of Va:tiance Table 

Source 

Blocks 

g. c. a. 

En· or 

Total 

Example 

D,F, 

( b -I) 

( v ·li 

s.s. 
'b '2 

...L ~·B_rCF 
k(k-1) 1 
'It 

Et T
1 1 i 

bk(k-1) _ 1 E yz • CF 
z imj 

EtM.S. 

E g 

E 
e 

• 

The example shows an incomplete block plan for a complete 
I 

dlallel cJ'oss experiment involving 6 pa'rentallines. This plan is 

obtained by using a BIB design with the following _parameters. 

b = 10, v = 6, r = 5, k = 3 and ). = Z. 

The blocks, both in BIB design and the plan of Diallel Crosses , are 

along the rows. 
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~.l.B.D, Plan of Diallel Crosses 

1 4 3 l.x' l.x 4 3.x4 

1 z 5 lx l!. lxS ZxS 

1 6 4 1 X 6 lx4 4x 6 

3 .2 1 lx z 1 X 3 l!. X 3 

1 5 ~ lx 5 lx6 5 ]!; 6 

z 6 3 l!.x 6 .2x3 3x 6' 

4 5 z Zx 4 l!.x 5 4x 5 

l!. 4 6 Zx 4 ax 6 4x 6 

3 4 5 3x 4 3 X 5 4x 5 

5 3 6 3x 5 5 :a 6 3 X 6 

!v!a.king use of some :ficticious data the following analysis is cariried out, 

Table 4 shows the treatment(Une) totals, block totals where a particular 

treatment. occurs and the estimates of g.c.a. 

TABLE 4 

Grand Total ~ 1730 

Estimate of ~ = 57. 6666 

No, 

1 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
6 

566 
584 
579 
575 
58Z 
574 

Block 
Total :E B. 

l J 

852. 
8ZZ 
sao 
871 
936 
8~'9 

-0.5000 
9.0000 
3. 0833 

• 1. 4166 
.&0.5000 

o. 3333 
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The analysi.e of variance lor the example is· as followB. 

Analysis of Variance Table 

Source D. F. s.s. M.s.s. F 

J3locks 9 958.0000 106.44 o.s 

g • ..c. a. 5 24.0000 4. 80 0.0 

E:nor 15 ~58.6666 190.57 

Total 19 3840.6666 

The analysis indicates that the g. c. a. effects are not signifi-

cantly different. 

INCOMPLETE BLOCKS FOR PARTIAL DIALLELS USING P. B • I. B. 
DESIGNS 

.Part (a): Simple PBIB designs 
. --

When a partial set of the diallel crosses is to be arranged in 

incourplete blocks. then a similar method ol generation of crosses may 

be adopted. In this c~se a partially balanced incomplete block design 

ls used and in the present sub-section we shall discuss the use of a 

'simple' PBIB design. A partially balanced design with two associate 

classes is said to be simple if either (i) ~ f o. "z = 0 or (U) ~ :;(). 
'·) 

~l f O~~J Bose et all954). The c~~:s~:~ (ii) can be reduced to (i) by 

l:utel'changing the designation of first and second associates. Hence .. / 
:···,, .,}~ii~ (il will alone be taken. 

"' 1 2 
A plan of crosses generated through a PBIB design o:t the 

above type provides in a neat form the blocking of the partial diallel 

crosse& fo:r 'Ollbich reciprocal crosses and selfings are absent. Identify

ing the'treatments ot the PBIB design EllJllnes. all possible crosses 
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among the lines in each bloc;k al!e made and these crosses form the 

blocks i>r the di,allel cro.ss plan. As ~ I o·, ~ = 0 th~ plan 80 generated 

will have b blocks eac:h of sil!le kcz such that each cross 1s :teplicated 

~times. The analysis fo~ estimating the general combining abilities 

of the lines is pres~nt.,d below. 

Let the paramete:r~:~ of the standa:rd llimple type PBIB design 

and 

2. 
pl.Z 

Using the same model as in section 1, the ndrmal equations -!or· 

estimating the g. c. a. effects of the lines are as shown below. 

' 
(8.6) 

1=1.-Z, •..• ,v 
' ~,.t, • ~... l\ \.# ~~ •) 

whe:te T1 is the total yield of aU crosses with llne i and the other 

syinbols are the U.Sual-oneS'. 

If Bj denotes the total yield of the j th block, we also have 

k(k-1) 
__;____; !1. + (k-1) ·I: ti 

z i(j) 
(8. 7) 

j = 1, z •..... b 

where :E t 1 is the sum of all g. c. a.'s of lines in the j th block. 
i(j) 

Adding (8. 7) over all the blocks where a particular treatment(Une) 

I 

appears, 
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k(k-1) 

z 

From equations (8. 6) and (8. 8) we get 

kT - Z l: B = qk-Z) [n..t
1 

- S
1
(t

1
) ] 

1 'j(i) j l. l 

l:b 
j(i) j 

• 

(8, S) 

(8. 9) 

Summing (8. 9) ove:r all first associates of the i th line and letting 

z1 atanll for, the L. H. S. of (8. 9), we get 

v 
as l: t = 0 • 

i=l i 

(8.10) 

~(Z ) is the 11um of all those Z 1a corresponding to the fint associate 
i . 

linea of the i th line. Solving (8, 9) and (8.10) for t1, we have 

1 z ti = <nx - Pu + Pu )Zi + S:J.( Zt ) (8. U) 

~ (k-Z) [ n1 (n1-p~ + p~ )-(~-p~)] 

i = l,Z, .•. ,v 

VI\ 
The sum of aqua:rea due to g. c. a, is 1/k l: t1 z1 • 

i=l 

·The variance of difference between g. c. a. Ia of any two lines is now 

giv~n by 

,.. " 
V(t1 - t ) = 

m 

1 z z 
Zk(~ - Pu + pll - 1) rr 

.6 ' 
when the lines i and m a:re crossed 

Zk(nl - Pb + Pb )rr z 
.6 

when the linea i and mare not crossed. 

D denotes the denominator in (8.11) and rrz is the er:ror variance. 
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We can find the average variance in the usual manner. It 

is given by 

Zk [ (v - 1 ) ( n1 - pf,_ + pfi ) _ nl ] crz 

(v-1) 6 
The estimate of mean is ~ = ZG/bk(k-1), G being the grand total of 

all the yields 

Expectation of mean squares: - We shall now find out the eXJ>ected 

value of the mean squares due to g. c. a. The sum of squares due to 

g. e. a. 
VA 

is known to be 1/k :E tizi where Zi = kT1 - 3:E Bj 
i=1 j(i) 

A 

t :: 
1 

1 z 
('\ - Pn + Pn ) zi + Sl(Zi ) 

and 

••. E l/k :Et1z 1 "' kl ~ [ (~-ph+p~) E::E Z~+E~z1s1(z1)] 
1'l!ow 

E:Ezt = v~~ [ (~+1)kz, -4k(n
1 
+1)+4~+4 J cr~ + ~~k(k-Z}uz, 

cr3 indicating the error variance. And 

so that from the above two expressions 

E 1/k U z = vnl ~(k-Z) crz + (v-l)crz 
i i .. k t 

' 

Therefore, the ~l'ect11,tion of mean squares due to g. c. a. is given by 

z + CT • 

k(v-1) 
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The analysis of variance table for the plan of partiall diallel 

crosses in incomplete bloc:ks would look like the following. 

Analysis of Variance Table 

Source D. F. s.s. E.M .S. 

Blocks (b-1) ~ :EB a -CF 
k(k-1) J 

g .. e. a. (v·l) 1 k :E tizi Eg 

Error Ee 

Total 
kb( k - 1) 

- 1 

Part (b): Use of PBIB designs wMh an.y values of A.'s. 

In this sub-section we shall discuss the case. of using PBiB 

designs, in two associate classes having both values of A.'s positive, 

in order to achieve an incomplete block plan for pa!"tial diallel crosses, 

Under two important. assumptions regarding the parent PBIB design 

and the plan of crosses obtained therefrom we shall give the analysis 

for estimating the general combining ability, 

Suppose that we are making usc of a PBIB design with v 

treatments having both values of A.'s greater than zero for generating 

a plan of partial diallel in v parental lines. We identify as usual 

the treatments with the lines. All treatment pal:rs in each of the 

block of the PBIB design are formed and are designated as crosses, 

These crosses arrange themselves i11to b blocks each of size kc~ and , 

they consist of both the first and second associate crosses. 
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Omitting all the second associate cl'oSses we will be left with tho 

first associate crosses alone al'ranged in the b incomplete blocks 

necessary fo:r the 'partial set of the diaUel. As a zoeault of such 

omission of all second associate c:ro8'ses from each of the blocks, 

the remaining block size need not be constant. But we restrict ou:r 

investigation to those cases only where the l'emaining number of 

crosses is the same from each of the blocks. We thus constrain 

ourselves to plaQ.S got through croesing, say, the first asoociate 

lines· and having a constant block size. Consider an 1 th line • 

Let c be the numbe:~r of treatments common between the first 

associates of the i th treatment and treatments occuring with it in 

any given bloclt of the PBIB design/ We shAll ful'ther adsum.e thAt' 

this number ~ is independent of i and also of the block in which 

it occurs. For partial diallel plans obtalnal!le through euch designs 

the analysis is as ahown below-. 

Making use ofthe model 

The normal equations for estimating the g. c. a. a:re as follows. 

(8.12) 

i = l,Z, •••• v 

where Ti is the sum of all yields ·of crosses witl:t. the i th line and c 

is the constant defined earlier. Alsp, we get 
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Bj = kr;fZ p. + c I:~i + kc/Z bj (B:l~) 
J(j) 

J ::1,2, ••• ,b 
where B. io the sum of all yields in the j th block. 

J 

Adding (8.13) over all the block!l where a particular line 1 occu~s, 

I:B. "' 
j(i) J 

v 
FrQm (8.12) an.d (8.14) we have, assuming I: t 1 ,. Q, 

i=l 

By adding (8.15) over all lines which are first associates of the i th 

line we get another equation, on the left hand side of which we have 

s1(z1). Solving this equation along with (8.15) will give us the estimate 

" [B+D(p~l. p~ )] z1 - DSl(Zi) ·A [ B + D (ph- p:l- ~ f 
ti ,. ------------------------------~-----------

i = l,.Z, .••• v 

where 

A :: k(Dt~ - rc ) 

B = Dt~k - zc (r - >..2) 

D = >..1k • Zc (~ - ~ ) and 

.. 
11. = ZG/v~ >-.t, G being the grand t9tal ol. all yields. 

v,.. 
Sum of squares due to t 1 is 1/k L: t 1 Z 1, and 

1=1 

(8.16) 
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Zk [B + D (p~ • p~)+D] crz 

when the lines i and m. are oms sed 

= 
Zk [ B + D (pb . p,~ )] crz 

6. 
when the lines i and m are not crossed 

whe:re fl. is the denominator in (8.16 ). 

U the secOnd associate crosses have been made and they form 

the coznents of the blocks, through similar arguments the analysis 

may be presented. 

~~ INCOMPLETE BLOCK PLAN'S WHEN RECIPROCAL CROSSES ARE 
ALSO PRESENT 

partial d,iaUel,;c'ro~;;s(;!s whoa~ plans are 9btainable *hrough P,BlB 

deaigu. Hence most of the succeeding arguments have a bea:~ting on 

those of section Z of this chapter. 

when reciprocal crosses are also performed similar methods 

of generating incomplete block plane for the partial diallels as 

presented 14 section Z may be used with slight modification to allow 

for the reciprocals. Two cases may arise. Firstly, the eomtant 

c may be even. That is, there are even number of treatments 

common between the first asaociate at r. particular treatment, say i, 

and the other treatments occuring 'With it in any block of the PBIB 

sit:uG\ 
design. To allow for the reciprocals in this f08tion, the number of 

blocks in the plan will be doubled with the block-size re~ining the 

same. Secondly, the constant c may be odd. In this cas'e "' 
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the block size of the plan is doubled, the ~umber of blocks remaining 

constant. Tlle analylfis for ~he fo:rme:r is discuese!f ' using PBIB 

design with any values of ~·s, while that for the latter case is discussed 

only for a 'simple~ PBIB d~sign. It may be seen th,a.t c is equivalent 

- -to-(k-1) fo'l the .PBIB deaiiO:. oi simple type. 

Case 1: When c is even 

The plan of crosses arranged in incomplete blocks and having 

reciprocal crOsses also, is obtained from the plan for crosses without 

reciprocals by replicating each block twice. But here the replication 

of the block is effected in such a manner that in each of the identifal 

blocks a line appears half the number of times as male and remaining 

half the number of times as female. Arl:illustration would help under-

stand the situation better. In the following iUushation where the 

rows are blocks, the PBIB 11estgn is glv~n along with the plan of crosses. 

Here the second associate crosses (~2 = 1 ) are omitted and the first 

aosociate crosses (\ :: 2) are retained and each block of the plan is 

replicated twice tO accommodate the 1redprocals. 

Parameters of PBIB 
design 
v=b=9, 'If = k = 4, 
At = z. "z ""1. 
n1 = n2 = 4, 

pl =t :1 and 

Pz { :1 · 

Note: Each pair of letters below 
indicates a cross. The first 
letter stands for male line and 
the seconlifor female line. 
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P. :S. I. B. D. 'i'he Plan of C:ros B<!s 

z 3 4 4 ~4. ·'ia 43 31 
4Z Z7 34 73 

1 3 5 8 15 81: ~8 53 
51 19 83 3S 

.1 z 6 9 16 91 6Z Z9 
61 19 26 92 

.1 !! 6. 7 ~~ l!l 75 67 
51 16 S.7 76 

z 4 6 8 Z4 6Z 84 68 
42 ?.4 48 86 

3 4 5 9 34 53 94 59 
43 35 49 95 

1 4 ,8 9 18 91 84 49' 
81 19 48 94 

z 5 7 9 27 92 75 .59 
7Z Z9 57 95 

3 6 1 8 37 83 76 68 
73 38 67 86 

Conside:ril1g the model 
I 

Yimj = p. +lit + tm + sim + mlll + bj t eimj 

l,m. = 1. 2, ••••• v 

j = 1,2., •••• ,Zb 
\ 

where m.,;n, stands for the maternal effect of the m th parent (appearing 

as female in the eroas) and the meaning of other symbols we already 

know • the following normal equations may be w:ritten down. In the 

gene:ral caae fo'ff a plan of c:rosaes froma.PBIB design with. the usuai 

pal"amete:rs we ]!ave, 

(8.17) 

where Ti i11 the yield total of all the cJ'osses involving i th line as 

male. 

·- ~ 
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Ti = '1.~11 + 'i.~ti+nl~mi + ~Sl(ti) + c:/~(7) bj (8.18) 

·where Tl is the total jield of all the c:rosses involving i th line as 

female. 

11 + c I: t1 + c:/Z I: m1 + .h!:_ b 
i(j) i(j) z j 

(81 9 ) 

j = 1, Z, ••• , 2b. 

where Bj is the total yield in the j th block and I: m1 is defined similar 
i(j) 

to I: t 1 for the maternal effec:ts •. Adding (8.19) over all the blocks where 
i(j) 

a particular line i occurs, we have 

+ [ ~k- Zc ('-l,·4z)]s1(t1)- e/Z(r·~)m1 
+ [ ~k • c:/Z(~·4z) ]s1(m1) (8. Zl) 

and 

::k('i_\•rc)l' +[~\k-Zc:(r·l.z)] ti 

+ [ J1k- Zc:(~-~z)Js1(t1) + [ ~\k -c/Z(r·>.z>] m1 

- c/Z ('-l,-~z) s1(m1) 

Then solving (8. Zl) and (8. 22) we get 

(8. ZZ) 
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(~-p~+p~) ( Yi. - x1) + S (Y1 ·Xi) 
- ·- 1 • 

1 = 1, z •••..• 'v 

where s
1
(Y - x

1
) is the sum of the differences (Y - x

1
) corresponding 

. 1 i 

to the first associate o! the i th line. The estimate of t
1 

hae the !oUow-

ing form and is rather combursome. 

" [ e;a + e3(p~- p~)] Wi- e3Sl(Wi)- el [ ea<F e3(~ll-p~)-~ele3] ~ 
ti ::1 

where 

i =l,~ ••••.• ,v. 

da "'aa [ ~5 (~- ~) - a4]- a3aS .(~-P~) 
<13 "' -(a3a4 + azltsf 

d 5 =a1 [ a 6 - a 7 (p~- p~) + ~a1a7J 

d6 = a 2 [ a6 - a 7 (p~ • p~ ~+ a 3a 7 (1)_ -p~ )] 
d7 = a3a6 + a2a7 
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1 z 
zi =[as (pll- Pu)- a4] X~- assl(xi) 

Z[ = [a
6 

- a
7 
(p~ - p~l ) ] Y1 + a

7
s1(Y1), and the estimate of 11 is 

" 11 = ZO/kc, 0 denoting the grantl total of all the yields, 

1\ 

Sum of Squares due to\ is ::!: t1X/k· 

Example 

This example will show all the computational steps need to 

analyse a partial dia.llel with reciprocal crosses which has been raised 

in an incomplete block plan. The plan is given in the next page. The 

normal equationa for·the ana,lysis are as follows: 

. 
B1 = 31J. +Z ::t;t. + ::!: ~ + 3bl 

i(j)
1 

i(j) 

(E.l) 

(E. Z) 

(E. 3) 

••• ::t:Bj = 1811 + z[6t
1 

+ zs1(\) _j +[3m. +S
1
(m1) _j +3::t:b. (E. 4) 

j(il 1 HtY 

(E. 5) 

yi = 3T I - ::t:B. " 6ti - sl(t.) + 15m - sl(mi) 
i j(i) J 1 i 

(E.6) 
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P. B.I. B.n:: 

1 2 3 12 
2.1 

1 6 4 14 
41 

1 7 5 15 
51 

3 8 6 36 
63 

5 6 9 56 
65 

4 7 8 47 
74 

3 9 7 37 
73 

2 5 8 25 
52 

2 4 9 24 
42 

Parameters of the PBIB design:b = v = 9, 

3 z 6 
~ =6, n2 =Z, P1 =( ) , P

2
( 

0 

~(Xi) = 9S1(ti) • 9S1(m1) 

The Plan 

31 23 
13 32. 
61 46 
16 64 
71 57 
17 75 
83 68 
38 86 
95 69 
59 96 
84 78 
48 87 
93 79 
39 97 
82. 58 
28 85 
92 49 
29 94 

r :k = 3, ~ =1, ~2 =0, 

0 
) . 

1 

s1(Y1) = 9~(t1 ) + 18S1(mi), as :I: t 1 =:I: m1 = 0. 

(E. 7) 

(E. 8) 

• •• 9Xi + 2S
1
(x1) = 54ti - Z7m1 + 9S1~t1) 

18Y1 + s1(Y1) = lO?~i - 9S1(t1) + Z70m1 

From (E. 9) and ·(E,'~O) 

(E. 9) 

(E.lO) 

z1 = 90Xi + ZOS1(X1} + 18Y1+s1(Y1) = 648ti +81S1(t1) (E.ll) 
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Aleo (Y1 -Xi) = 18m
1 

- 3S~(m1 ) 

9(Y1 -Xi ) + S1(Yi -Xi ) 

16Z 

Fo:r actual data handling the following table would help. 

No •. T' 
1 

:EB 
j(i) j 

Case Z : When c is odd 

X 
i 

In this case each line in a block o{ the PBIB design h crossed 

with all the other lines in it once as male and once as female and the 

second associate cPosses are omitted. Thus the b blocks so generated 

in the plan are each of size kc. We give tho; analysis below for such 

a plan when a simple PBIB design is used for which c equals (k-1). 

On the earlier model, the normal equations take the following 

form 

Ti "'n.. l.. ~-&+n l.. t +l.. s1(t )H. s
1
(mi)t(k-l) :E b, 

ll. l li 1 i 1 j(i) J 
(8. Z3) 

i ::l,Z. ••••• ,v 

where T
1 

is the total yield of crosses involvl,ng i th line as the male 

parent 

(8. Z4) 

where l'i is the tQtal ~"1d of cll'osses involving i th line as the female. 

B. "k(k-l)~~o+Z~k~l):Eti + (k-1) :E m
1 

+ k(k-l)b. 
J i(j) i(j) J 

(B.ZS) 

j = l,Z, .... ,b 

.'j<i)BJ = rk(k-l)tL+Z(k-1) [ rti +)S
1
(\)] t;(k-1) [rm1H 1S1(mi)) 

-t. k('k .. l) :E bj (8. Z6) 
j (i') 



From (8. Z3), (8. Z4) and (8. Z6) we have 

xi = k';r1 -I: ~j = r(k-l)(k .. z)t1 - ~1(k-Z)~(t1) -r(k·l)mi 

+>.,_Sl(mi) 

and 

(8. Z7) 

(8. Z8) 

Adding· (8. Z7) and (8. Z8) separately over the first associate lines 

of the l th line we obtain s1(x1) and s
1
(Y

1
). 

- 1 z· ZJ Then, if w indicates the value L n1(n
1
-p + p ) -(n. -p ) , we have 

11 11 l 11 

1 z 
~ = (nl-p11 + pll )Xi+ Sl(Xi) = >.,_(k-Z)wti .. \wmi (8. Z9) 

and 

,. (n_ .. pl + pz )Y + s
1
(Y ) = ~ (k-Z)wt

1 
+ (k-l)l_WJU (8~ 30) 

' 11 11 i . i 1 1 i 

Solving (8. Z9) and (8. 39J), we obtain 

~ = (k-1 )Zli + Zzi 

i k(k-Z)w 
21zt ~ ,; (k-Z)ti .. -
w 

, and 

, l =l,Z, .•.. ,v 

iJ 1\ S1im of squares (lue to g. c. a. is ki:t
1
X

1 
• 

. . . . . 



APPENDIX I 

Table showil\g,data conespondbl:g to 9 x 9 diaUel including Qelfings 
and :reciprocals. 

11 
1 z 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 

Zl Zl zo 19 zz Zl 25 

z M zo zz 28 25 Z4 23 

3 19 25 19 28 23 zo Z4 

4 Z4 Z6. zz Zl 24 zs 20 

5 24 ~6 21 Z4 19 Z8 21 

61 19 28 19 24 25 20 23 

? t3 Z4 27 a3 25 21 Z5 

81 25 Z8 ~v 30 26 zo 23 
I 

91 
32. Zl za 24 29 28 Z4 



SUMMARY 

The role of partial diallet crosses in plant and animal bJ'eedlng 

experiments is wellknown. The plans for partial diaUel crosli!es 

hitherto have !teen generated by using partially 'balaflced incomplete 

block designs in two plot blocks and two associate classes. But these 

plans are not free from certain restrictions which the above two 

plot-block designs impose. 

In the present investigationc new methods of Obvolving plans 

for partial diallels are suggested Wlrl.ch prove to certaln extent 

more flexible than the earUer ones. Making UJ e of PBIB designs 

with any block sizo and any numbor c. I as.eociate classes, the plans' 

have been generated to suit analysis when ::reciprocal crosses are 

a).so performed. Methode of analysis for estimating general and 

specific combining abilities and maternal effects are presented 

alOllg with standard errors for comparison. Expectation of mean 

squares due to general and specific combining abilities and error 

have been calculated. Different cases according to whether parental 

inbreds with/without the reciproual F 1•s are included or not have 

been discussed in chapter IV through chapter vn. 

The necessity for shorter blocks in the layout of the experiment 

becoming evident, methods for growing partial and complete diallel 

crosses in incomplete blocks are indicated • The analyses of such 

incomplete blocks Of crOsees are shown in chapt«n> Vln and they 

include the case when redprocal crosses are also present. 
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Annexture to Chapter II 

The author's attention has been brought to a paper by Hinkelmann 

and Kempthorne (Biometrica (1963), 50, p 281) who have considered the 

correspondence, in th4 usual sense, between partial diallel crosses and 

PBIB designs with m associate classes. The block size of the PBIB's 

remains two as was the case earlier and theypresent analysis in a 

generalized fashion. Maternal effects and other related extensions have 

not been considered by them. 


